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Synopsis:

Traditional Chinese medicine has long been in practice in our Asian culture. Their clientele comprising largely elderly people in it’s originating times, till all ages in the present days is because of its ability to reach-out from an essential understanding of healthy living- that is one in accordance with nature. Now with it’s increasing popularity, even outside Asian communities, it seems only natural for western health institutions to begin to incorporate some traditional health treatments within their facilities. This thesis believes that such an act will not only subjugate Chinese healing processes to western administration procedures, but will also impede the pace of the healing process. This is due to distinct underlying differences and principles of these two practices. However, although their integration into the western practice is deemed inappropriate in this thesis, their present situation is also not ideal. Therefore, this thesis seeks to discover this “ideal” from a deeper understanding of the Chinese philosophy, culture and way of life. Ultimately, it is the intention of this thesis to provide a possible solution to be built within our local context and urban condition.